
Meeting Minutes #11 

Date  05/04/2019 

Time  12:00-13:00 

Absentee(s)   

 

Agenda: 

1. Update UAT results 

- Registration authentication should be more secure => Password needs to 

have at least 8 characters 

- Forgot password => Implement forgot password functionality 

- Feedback is not clear => Put feedback in notif 

- Find coach confusing because talents prefer to find a coach based on 

availability because they don’t know who is a good coach => “Find 

Coach” feature will show list of coaching sessions instead of coach name 

 

 

2. Final Slides (Surya) 

- Remove midterm feedback. Just mention throughout the presentation 

instead of showing it in one slide?? 

- For business comparison, just do a short one & do at the beginning 

- During proj management part, remind that we had many changes 

- Schedule slides should be just for iteration 10 onwards (so can be bigger 

and easier to see) 

- Briefly mention about handover plan but don’t need a slide for it 

- UAT time tracked just use 2 decimal digits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Final Slides (Tanrio) 

- Use pseudo code to explain high-level view of code. Create detailed 

pseudo code of specific components of the code & put under 

“References”. Put pseudo code as the first slide when explaining coach 

recommendation 

- Trend analysis: These are the interests of Alan (Talent). These are the 

interests of Bob (Coach). We take an overlap of their interest, then we 

take the minimum. Afterwards, we sum up the minimum and add it to 

the affinity score 

- Trend analysis: Put the screen shot in the first slide to better explain 

WHAT is trend analysis, before moving on to HOW to calculate 

- When giving example for trend analysis recommendation, make it clearer 

(?) 

- “Derive from logs”, that entire slide can be clearer 

- Remove limitations of trend analysis 

- Remove snippet for React GA 

- Use flowchart and put at the start of coach recommendation 

 

 

4. Demo feedback: 

- Phone number & birthdate should be “-” if talent has't updated 

- Country code, but don’t need to include that in.. 

 

Prepared by, 

Surya Gunawan Ali 

 


